A mechanical study of six digital pulley reconstruction techniques: Part I. Mechanical effectiveness.
A laboratory study on fresh-frozen human cadaver limbs compared six types of flexor tendon pulley reconstruction in the fingers. The reconstructions used were those described by (1) Bunnell, (2) Karev, (3) Weilby, and (4) Lister, and two types developed by us that have not been previously described. The pulleys were studied in specific configurations to determine their effectiveness in transforming tendon excursion into finger flexion. In each finger, comparison was made between the amount of tendon excursion required for full flexion with an intact pulley system versus the various types of reconstructed pulleys. The ratio of these two values was defined as the mechanical effectiveness of the pulley reconstruction. The Karve reconstruction was most effective at 108.2%, which was significantly different from the other five reconstructions (p less than 0.01). The remaining reconstructions ranged in effectiveness from 80.0% to 88.5%.